From spatial-data to 3D models of the developing human brain.
Visualisation and interpretation of gene expression data have been crucial to advances in our understanding of mechanisms underlying early brain development. As most developmental processes involve complex changes in size, shape and structure, spatial-data can most readily provide information at multiple levels (cell type, cell location in relation to tissue organisation or body axes, etc.), that can be related to these complex changes. Although three-dimensional (3D) spatial-data are ideal, the restricted availability of suitable tissues makes it difficult to generate these for genes expressed at early human fetal stages. Mapping gene expression data to representative 3D models facilitates combinatorial analysis of multiple expression patterns but does not overcome the problems of sparsely sampled data in time and space. Here we describe software that allows 3D domains to be reconstructed by interpolating between sparse 2D gene expression patterns that have been mapped to 3D representative models of corresponding human developmental stages. A set of procedures are proposed to infer expression domains in these gaps. The procedures, which are connected in a serial way, include components clustering, components tracking, shape matching and points interpolation. Each procedure consists of a graphical user interface and a set of algorithms. Results on exemplar gene data are provided.